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optimization of the manufactured-to-be component
functionality and properties, and good value for money in
manufacturing one-off or small series of products [13]. These
benefits are already recognized by medical implant
manufacturers (see, for example, [14, 15]) and practical
surgeons.

Abstract- Present paper is written with the aim to provide an
overview of the Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies in
the applications benefiting orthopaedics and prosthetics. To
our opinion, modern medicine yet does not fully comprehend
existing unique possibilities and emerging opportunities
provided by such technologies. Many of the advantages of
Additive Manufacturing have been already proven
experimentally and are used, but many others tough proven by
researchers and method developers are still await to take their
rightful place in the arsenal of modern practical medicine.
Today the applications of AM technologies are mainly
discussed at the specialised forums and in publications
targeting the technology specialists. Present paper is written
for the existing and potential users of the medical applications
of AM technologies. It outlines some of the most interesting
achievements of AM technologies along with existing
challenges, recent developments and targets for the future.

In present paper some of the achievements and existing
challenges in utilizing AM in medical applications are
described, and emerging new possibilities opened by the
development of these technologies and material sciences are
outlined using the examples of Electron Beam Melting
(EBM®) [3, 4-6] on the additive manufacturing in metal, and
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM®) [8] on the additive
manufacturing in polymers.
II

Main advantages of the AM technology are coming from
combination of the processing power of modern computers,
the advances in the material sciences and high spatial
resolution and freedom of “sculpturing” of the shapes
provided by the AM technologies. Today one of the rapidly
developing application areas of the AM technologies is
related to modern medical implant designing and
manufacturing. Here one can outline the major stages of the
“image-to-product” path as initial medical image
manipulation [16-18], generation of the technical CAD design
files determining the shapes of parts [19, 20], parameter
modelling and optimization using these “shape files” [18, 20]
and finally the manufacturing of chosen designs by the “3D
printing” using AM technologies.

Keywords- Additive Manufacturing; Implant; Cellular;
Patient Specific; Reconstruction; Electron Beam Melting;
Composites; Surface

I

INTRODUCTION

The name Additive Manufacturing (AM) [1-3] describes
today a large family of technologies producing components
with extremely complex volume shapes. In AM systems,
products are manufactured from the materials as different as
metal [4-7], plastic [8-11], human tissue and chocolate and
cheese [12]. Main feature common to these seemingly
different technologies is the way components are made,
adding layer upon layer of the build material [1, 3]. Additive
manufacturing in plastic and metal is already well
established within engineering and technology and is
commonly used for rapid prototyping and small series
manufacturing, as well as manufacturing of the unique
components with complex 3D shapes. One of the rapidly
growing application areas of the AM is medicine, especially
orthopaedics and prosthetics. These applications are
utilizing strongest advantages of the AM technologies such
as freedom of component shapes, possibilities of computer

Computers are employed for the initial medical image
manipulation and design of the matching plastic or metal
structures (Fig. 1a, 1b). At this stage, the original image, for
example the medical CT or MRI, is “filtered” in order to
“remove” the lower density tissue and cartilage leaving the
image of the bones (commercial software for such
applications is readily available [16, 17]). This shapedescribing file in turn can be used for manufacturing of the
pre-operative bone models using AM technology (Fig. 1c).
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Fig. 1 Left to right: filtered image, CAD model, and plastic bone model made from ABS polymer using FDM ® technology
Image processing is done using medical R&D Software package Mimics by Materialise [16].

Some software products allow quite advanced manipulation of the acquired shape files [16-18]. For example, starting from the
original image one can virtually take apart the fragments of the shattered bone, realign the pieces that should be spared during
the surgery, and design a dedicated metal implant plate with the holes in places where the screws would be put during the
actual surgery (Figs. 2, 3).

Fig. 2 Left to right: filtered image of the shattered bone; bone fragments; CAD model; plastic bone model made from ABS polymer using FDM with the
fixation plate made in EBM® technology

Image processing is done using medical R&D Software package Mimics [16]. (Courtesy of Marie Cronskär, Mid Sweden
University [21])

Fig. 3 The process of “virtual reality” planning of the mandible reconstruction surgery, when three sections of the patient’s fibula are cut to certain shape and
fixed in place by the individually fit fixation plates

individually fit metal implants designed using initial
medical images. As soon as the CAD file becomes available
(Figs. 1b, 2b), it can be used within the software packages
common for modelling

Virtual reality image manipulation not only helps to plan
the future operation and to generate the files for the preoperational plastic model and fixations plate manufacturing,
but also to generate the files for the metal saw guides that
would be used to cut the needed bone sections with high
precision. Image processing is done using medical R&D
Software package Mimics by Materialise [16] for
segmentation and Maya by Autodesk [17] for the implant
design. Plastic model is from ABS polymer using FDM ®
technology, braces- medical titanium, EBM® technology.

structural engineering problems, allowing predicting
stress - strain relations, deflections under loads and limiting
load values etc. (see, for example, [18-21]).
Certain challenges still exist with the sterilization of AM
manufactured components intended to be used in the
operation theatre. In the EBM® method, where the parts are
built using powerful electron beam in high vacuum at the
working area temperatures above 500 and melt zone
temperatures exceeding 1000 oC [3-5], proper part handling

Manipulations and modelling of the mechanical
properties of the structures in the virtual reality allow for the
optimization of functionality and properties of the
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and traditional sterilization methods are quite adequate and
cause no problems. However, sterilization of the plastic preoperative models for their use in the operating theatre is not
straightforward. For example, many of the AM methods
working with inexpensive polymers, for example, FDM [8-10],
are using thermoplastic polymers. Our research shows that
traditional sterilization by boiling or hot steaming often
significantly distorts the shape of the plastic models
manufactured using FDM technology and such models can
only be sterilized using cold solutions. Depending on the
particular regulations on cold sterilization accepted in the
particular countries, it may happen that plastic models
sterilized in this way would not be allowed into the
operation theatre, being only graded as high-level
disinfected. It is still feasible that sterilization of such plastic
models can be carried out using hard UV light or ionizing
radiation, but these options so far have not been studied.

machines can manufacture up to 10-20 different implants at
the same time. Therefore, the relative loss of manufacturing
time per produced unit due to the machine loading and postprocess cooling is significantly reduced. In addition, with
the EBM® method the manufacturing time for multiple parts
in the same batch is not proportional to the number of parts.
For example, manufacturing of fourteen different implants
in one batch is only fractionally longer than the
manufacturing of seven (36 and 38 hours of machine
operation correspondingly, [13]). Image processing and file
preparation time increases in similar way, and the material
costs are roughly proportional to the weight of the
manufactured components. Thus it is possible to
significantly decrease overall manufacturing costs per
individualised or complex shaped implant in case of AM
technologies, as compared to the traditional ways of
manufacturing.

Today the manufacturing of plastic pre-operative models
using AM technology already surpassed the possibilities of
the traditional methods of manufacturing in both speed and
affordability. Manufacturing of the individually fit solid
metal implants is also quite competitive with traditional
methods, like 3D milling. In case of medically approved
titanium-aluminium- vanadium alloys (for example,
Ti6Al4V, [2, 3, 6, 14]) with proper AM machine loading it is
not only faster and less expensive [8], but also less wasteful
in material and less energy demanding [22]. Our experience
shows that with properly organized work process the time
from acquiring the medical image until the bone model is
delivered to the hospital ranges within 24 to 48 hours
(depending on the size and complexity of the models
required). Additive manufacturing of the metal implants is
slower than the one of plastic models. It can take up 50-70
hrs to design and manufacture the individually fit hip
implants in Ti6Al4V alloy using EBM® technology (from
acquiring the medical image until the implant can be
delivered to the hospital). But practical experience shows,
that in complex medical cases when using individually fit
implants are among the few options available for the
surgeon it is possible to manufacture both the implants and
guiding tools (for the saw or drill) in the acceptable period
of operation planning and preparation.

III

LATTICE STRUCTURES

Advantages of the AM technologies do not stop at
manufacturing solid objects conformal to the medical
image-defined shapes. For example, the EBM® process
guarantees high quality of the bulk metal together with
exceptional flexibility in providing “CAD-to-metal
interfacing” and allows manufacturing of the parts
combining variable density mesh structures with solid and
porous metal in a single manufacturing batch, providing the
component shape control to within or even better than 0.1
mm [3, 23-28].
Implants with surface lattice and porosity are reported to
have better bone ingrowths and higher stability in the
functioning body [23-34]. AM technology easily combines
mesh structures with different lattice cells and solid parts in
the same technological process. Figure 4 shows the section
of the part with variable lattice cell sizes (a) and two
conformal replicas of the standard hip implant with the stem
having conic solid core and lattice with different cell types
manufactures using commercial titanium-aluminiumvanadium (Ti6Al4V) EBM® process. Figure 5 provides
microphotographs and SEM images of fine lattice structures
manufactured in EBM® technology and an example of their
integration into the implant. Note that the cellular structure
is manufactured together with the solid part in the same
process, and is naturally fused to it in the interface boundary.

In the case of industrial implant manufacturing of the
medical implants using EBM® technology [14, 15] it is
possible to optimize the manufacturing process, reducing
the costs per implant and delivery times. Modern EBM®

a

b
®

Fig. 4 a) Variable lattice cell sizes in the part made from Ti6Al4V using EBM process b) Standard hip implant (top) and two replicas with lattice on the
surface of the stem, as they come out from the EBM® machine- with service support wafers
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Standard hip implant used as the model is designed to be used with bone cement. In case of the developed net structures on
the surface cement bonding to the implant is strongly increased.

a

d

b

c

e

f

Fig. 5 Scanning Electron Mocroscope images of the cellular structures with 1.2 mm diamond-shaped unit cells (a), 1.2 mm dodecahedron- shaped cells (b) and
“random” cellular structure (c) Higher magnification SEM images of the cellular structures with 1 mm diamond- shaped cells (d) and “random” type cells (e)
f) The acetabular cup with solid body and dense random cellular outer surface
All made from Ti6Al4V in EBM® process.

Note that the lattice is by no means limited to the
symmetric cell structure. Moreover, by having spatially
asymmetric (for example elongated) lattice cells one can
manufacture the structures with desired anisotropic
mechanical properties, for example stiff in one direction and
flexible in two others. Though significant success in using
lattice and porosity within EBM®-manufactured structures is
already achieved [23, 27, 34-38], further research is under the
way in many groups across the world. Here the designer
inspiration could be taken from the structural studies of
strongly anisotropic natural materials like wood, and crystal
lattice cells.

other materials are much more resistant to buckling as
compared to empty tubes [40]. The same time implants with
the powdered core are much lighter than the solid ones. For
example, solid medical grade Ti6Al4V semi-sintered
powder has the apparent density of only about 50-60% of
the one of solid metal (similar relations are valid for
CoCrMo, another alloy commonly used in the EBM®
process [5, 39]). The same time solid metal shell prevents the
undesired contact of the sintered powder inside the implant
with the tissue surrounding it in the body.
Cellular structures, manufactured in the AM technology
from the polymers, can be used as scaffolding for the
growing tissues in the human body [10, 11]. Here one can also
capitalize on the ease of complex shape design and
manufacturing characteristic for the AM technologies.
Though the polymers traditionally used for additive
manufacturing in technology are not certified for medical
applications, these methods are well capable of handling the
ones certified for biomedical applications [10, 41, 42]. One of
the challenging problems here would be the
abovementioned sterilization of rather small and fragile
parts made of thermoplastic polymers, and the passivation
of their surfaces, often being left rather chemically active
after the polymerization. But modern manufacturing is used
to solving similar problems for the numerous plastic
products approved for functioning in contact with human
body (see, for example, [43]).

Another interesting opportunity exists due to the
specifics of the EBM® process. During the component
manufacturing, the deposited thin layer of working powder
is first semi-sintered by softer, de-focussed beam [3, 4]. After
sintering, certain parts of the layer are melted by sharply
focused beam to yield the solid metal of the parts. Thus after
the manufacturing all solid metal sections of the products
are surrounded by a semi- sintered metal powder having the
consistency of the soft limestone. During the postprocessing, the accessible semi-sintered powder is removed.
But it is possible to deliberately design the parts having
semi-sintered powder surrounded from all sides by a layer
of solid metal [39], thus making a sort of tubular structures
with the sintered powder, or lattice core filled with powder
inside it. It is known that tubular constructions filled with
18
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SURFACE CONTROL OF METAL IMPLANTS

In additive manufacturing, EBM® technology in
particular, manufacturing of the features some larger than
the average size of the working powder grain is achieved
routinely. In the EBM® process metal structures with well
resolved features as small as 0.5-0.2 mm are already quite
common. There are other methods allowing surface feature
control to smaller scales, down to 10-100 µ, but there are
experimental indications that implant surfaces with the
micrometer size spatial features in some cases are even
more advantageous [7, 39, 44-50]. Controlling the surface
features to such high degree of precision in, for example,
EBM® technology is quite challenging due to the process
limitations [25]. However, certain ways of solving the
problems have been already developed. For example using
diffused electron beam instead of sharply focused one and
varying the process parameters (layer to layer or even within
the same layer) it is possible to achieve both bulk and
porous metal sections with controlled density and different
structure of the pores achieved in the same manufacturing
process [25, 39, 49]. But despite serious promises of the
improved biocompatibility of the porous metal implants and
their increasing practical use the body of conducted research
in this area is not yet adequate. Partly it is due to the
complexity of the AM process control, partly- to the
problems with extracting loose powder grains from the
cavities comparable in size, and partly- to the lack of due
understanding of the interaction processes between the cells
and the implant surface containing the features of different
dimensional scales and having complex chemical
composition.

a

b
Fig. 6 Microphotographs of the surface of the Ti6Al4V cellular structure as
it comes after manufacturing (a) and electrochemically etched for 40
minutes at 30oC with the 6 A/dm2 current density in the 2-propanol ethanol non-aqueous electrolytic solution of ZnCl2 and AlCl3 (for more
details see [24, 58])

Etching conditions are optimised for the removal of the
surface structures below 50-70 µ. Marker bar on the
photographs is 200 µ.

Another promising direction is the metal implant surface
modification and depositing of bioactive layers during postprocessing [25, 35-38, 51-64]. The main aim of such modifications
is to improve the growing bone attachment to the metal
surface and the strength of the corresponding interface [44, 45].
This is achieved through the chemical or electrochemical
changes of the metal surface itself, or through depositing the
additional layer with higher biocompatibility. Surface
modification today is mainly achieved through chemical or
electrochemical surface treatment in solutions [25, 51-56], in
gaseous media [57] or in plasma [58]. Electrochemical or
chemical processing in liquid solutions (Figure 6) is more
favourable as it does not need costly equipment. On the
other hand, plasma based methods are much more effective
for the uniform surface modification of the dense lattice and
porous structures, where solution-based methods have
problems in reaching deep inside the small holes. As to the
coating of the metal implants, it has already evolved into a
separate research and development area, where both
inorganic (like calcium phosphates or hydroxyapatite, see,
for example, [59-61]) and organic (for example, biopolymers
[63]
) compounds. One of the challenges with the implant
surface coating is the uniformity of the coating of the lattice
structure through all of its depth [25, 62].

V

Long term implant stability in the body is a very serious
concern influencing both the design, production and postprocessing stages of implant manufacturing. The ultimate
solution of the problem can be found through the application
of a set of measures targeting faster and better integration of
the implant into the surrounding tissue. It inevitably means
that implants should be not only be optimized in shape and
have mechanical properties similar to the ones of the body
parts they substitute or reinforce, but have the proper
surface micro- geometry and chemical composition.
As discussed earlier, modern AM technology allows
optimization of the implant shape and with certain postprocessing can achieve improved osseointegration at the
early stages. The same time significant research efforts are
devoted to the strengths of the interface between the live
tissue and implant [44, 65]. One of the particular problems
here lays in significant difference of mechanical properties
of the metal implant, bone cement or implant surface
coating and surrounding tissue. For example, it is suggested
that many problems with traditional solid hip stem implants
becoming loose with the time is due to the reduction of the
19
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bone density (stress shielding ) and even direct loss of the
bone mass around the implant. It is mainly attributed to the
significant and varying stresses caused in the interface by
the normal functioning of the human body [66-72]. Proper
computer modelling of the mechanical properties of the
implant sitting in its place allows generating optimised
designs with demanded functionality and reduced stress
shielding, still keeping the desired shape outlines generated
from the medical images. This can be achieved by using
inhomogeneous cellular structures in the implant
construction [73]. Manufacturing of such implants is well
within the possibilities of the modern additive
manufacturing, but is hardly feasible with any other

technology. Another serious problem occurs with the
patients having weakened bones that can hardly sustain any
solid metal implant on their own. Using additional strong
and lightweight metal cages (Fig. 7) made using AM
technologies can reinforce the bones and significantly
improve the chances for successful implant integration.
Other contributing factors that could facilitate the reduction
in bone density are the ionic activity of the uncoated metal
surface and obvious restriction in the nutrient circulation in
the interface zone. Better understanding of the influence of
these factors can be achieved, for example, through
thorough proper modelling of the nutrient transport process
and bone remodelling [74, 75].

Fig. 7 Metal cages made from medical grade Ti6Al4V using EBM® technology are designed to reinforce the patient's femur, ready to accommodate traditional
knee replacement implant

Interesting discussion is going over the issue, which is
more advantageous; having tightly, fit implants without
bone cement, or loosely fit using some bone cement [76].
Nevertheless, from the engineering point of view neither
option is perfect, as one is attempting to create strong
adhesive interfaces between the materials with significantly
different elastic and thermal properties. One of the effective
solutions to this problem is known to engineers, it lies with
using composite materials [77, 78]. This approach is also
gaining its positions in the applications to the biomedical
implants [79-83]. Composite materials are widely used in
modern technology because they often possess unique
properties not available for any of the separate materials,
combining flexibility and stress resistance [82]), providing
materials with gradually changing properties etc. For
example, using AM technologies one can easily
manufacture the metal reinforcing structures that could be
filled with bone cement in the removable formwork
technology similar to the cast-in-situ reinforced concrete
used in the construction industry. Metal reinforcement is
known to increase the tensile strength of the cast parts, and
is used to safely anchor the future solid cast in place. The
same time by using anisotropic cell metal lattices as
reinforcement material one can achieve desired anisotropic
mechanical properties of the resulting composites. This
technology can be used, for example, for substituting
missing bone fragments. To our knowledge, this interesting
opportunity so far has not been properly explored.

is covered by a thin layer of curing bone cement and
“dusted” by the hydroxiapatite flakes it forms a stable
coating with very high biocompatibility. For example, when
manufacturing metal implants using the EBM® technology it
is relatively easy to control the part features at macro- and
micro- scale. By using composite bone cement and
hydroxiapatite composite coatings of the metal implants one
can achieve also high degree of control over the micro- and
nano- porosity over the surface coating composite in
relatively simple technology. But to our knowledge the
possibilities opened by using the composites containing
metal reinforcing lattices, polymers and hydroxiapatite are
not properly explored yet.
VI

The development of the AM technologies historically
has been mainly driven by engineering applications. Biomedical applications are one of the recent areas where the
advantages of these technologies can be exploited in full. So
this application area is now attracting more and more
attention of the technology developers. Comprehensive
review of the particular subject of new materials becoming
available for the AM technologies is far beyond the scope of
present paper. But one of the most intriguing opportunities
becoming available to the AM technologies deserves
specific mentioning. This opportunity is additive
manufacturing in amorphous or glassy metals [84]. These are
complex alloys with unique mechanical properties, record
high tensile strength, high toughness, good corrosion
resistance, good processability and good biocompatibility
[85-87]
. All these features are in strong demand by traditional
technological applications, but they are also beneficial to the
bio-medical applications, implant manufacturing in

An interesting opportunity is inspired by the known
hydroxiapatite- filled bone cement [78, 83]. It is often hard to
get a strong bond between the untreated metal implant
surface and the deposited calcium phosphates,
hydroxiapatite in particular [44, 65]. But if the implant surface
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particular. Combining unique properties of the new material
with the freedom of shape forming of AM technologies was
a very promising pathway for the research and development.
First success is already achieved in this direction applying
selective laser sintering [88] of the Pt-based alloy, and in our
laboratory, using EBM® process and so called Colferoloy,
iron- based amorphous alloy by Wall Colmonoy Ltd [89].
Significant interest to the iron-based bulk metallic glass
alloys is determined by their lower cost as compared to the
other known amorphous alloys often containing platinum or
rare earth elements [84-88]. Also the iron based alloys are
generally safer in manufacturing as compared to other
amorphous alloys (for example the Zr-based ones [84, 85, 87]).
VII

INSTEAD OF THE CONCLUSION

Additive manufacturing is a rapidly evolving family of
modern technologies. Parts manufactured using AM
technologies are strongly gaining the acceptance of practical
surgeons. The number of companies, having additive
manufacturing of the metal implants for orthopaedics and
dentistry as their core business also increases quite rapidly.
Our experience shows, that after getting access to the AM
technology of medical implant and pre-operative models
manufacturing practical doctors are quite happy to use these
technologies on the regular basis. But so far the general
awareness of the possibilities already available with additive
manufacturing technologies with practical medics is
relatively low. So certain efforts should be made to assure
that additive manufacturing of the metal medical implants
and pre-operative models will gradually become an
everyday tool of modern practical surgery.
Also, existing regulations on the medical implant
manufacturing in some sense are aiming towards
standardization of the implant shapes and sizes. This is not
surprising as they were compiled before the semi-industrial
manufacturing of individually fitted medical implants
became a reality. Thus certain efforts should also be made
by practical medicine and technology together in helping the
regulatory bodies in modifying these regulations to allow
for the opportunities provided by the AM technologies.
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